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Abstract: A modelling framework is proposed to study the allocation of doctors during
specific time blocks to individual clinics of a major mult i-branch medical practice in
Hong Kong. This problem is motivated by our previous simulat ion work in one of the
typical clinics that has ident ified bottlenecks in doctor's availability at various times .
This paper suggests a non-linear integer multi -criteria fonnulation with four
prioritized goals: minimum loss of demand, minimum average waiting time, minimum
doctors idleness and max imum use of consultat ion room s. Ou r computational results
fro m such a mod elling framework (or a simplified model st ructure) show it can
generate allocation decision support predicting possible operat ional improvement as
well as helpful insight into the existence and explanatio n of system bottlenecks arising
from a combinat ion of more than one factors.
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1. INT RODUCTION

The background of this study is the operation management of the multiple
branches (or clinics ) of a major medical practice in Hong Kong (8,13). Medical
consu ltat ions at its in dividual clinics are provided by different numbers of doctors
(from a common pool of fuJI - and part - time physicians ) for different hours of the day
and di fferent days of the week. This scheduling variation is necessary for primarily two
reasons: patient demand is not constant over t ime and the idle time of doctor's is very
expensive.

In a previous study of ours [91, work was carried out to build an extensive and
detailed simulat ion model with a process-tracing (or patient-following) technique [6,11]
for a typical clinic,The simulation adopts the usual model of a complex queueing
network (4,12]. Statistical findings and analyses from our simulatio n project (9) have
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identified one of the dominant factors causing bot tlenecks in the system's operational
efficiency to be doctor availabili ty at various times and locations. This discovery led to
our present work on proposing a mathematical modelling framework to generate
decision support to optimize the use of doctors time as a scarce resource. The objectives
are to, firstly, alleviate the bottleneck effect as much as possible by optimal doctor
allocation; and secondly, further pinpoint any subsequent limitations that may result
fro m such improved doctor schedules. Our experie nce with the system and its simulator
has suggested four prioritized goals: minimum loss of customer demand, minimu m
average patient waiting t ime, minimum doctor idleness and maximum use of
consultation rooms. These factors, also commonly adopted in the literature (1.7J. taken
together t ranslate into maximizing profit. utilization of resources and perceived
systems efficiency.

P utting these mult iple objectives into mathem atical statements gives rise
naturally to a goal programming problem with integer decision variables [10]
represen ting the schedu le of allocating doctors across all branches for specific periods.
The st ructural (or non-goal) const raints include capacity restrictions, being the number
of doctors and rooms at various times and places. Our model differs from any
convent ional integer goal program of resource allocat ion in that our goal constraints
resulti ng from the target average of patient waiting time are highly non-linear (as they
consist of queuei ng formulae [3)). In this paper, where our intention is to put togethe r a
framework for more extensive computat ion to follow, we conside r a simplified non
linear but inversely proportional relationship between waiting time and the number of
doctors allocated. Also the numerical results are obtained by an iterative rather than a
direct solution approach to circumvent the non-linearity of the model (5). This has
enabled us to exemplify the overal l modelling idea and its solutio n technique as such,
which may then incorporate estimates of model parameters from detailed simulation of
the actual system performance (9]. This integration of simulation and allocation
modelling will be our future direction of work. Another insight gai ned fro m this pilot
s tudy is the important interplay between the availability of space (or consultation
rooms ) and manpower (or med ical doctors) in the face of external patient demand.
Numerical resu lts are reported as an illustration to this modelling approach .

2. ALLOCATION MODEL

The whole of the med ical practice cons ists of 1 clinics, indexed by i '" 1, ... ,1 .
The hours of a clinic work week are divided into time blocks of morning and afternoon
sessions, indexed by t '" 1, ... ,T . The medical practice employs a total of N doctors. They
are the general practitioners (GP 's) , as opposed to a (smal ler) number of specialized
physicians whose assignme nts are pre-determined because they work on a st r ictly
appointme nt bas is and are availab le on ly at particular clinics at speci fic times. Hence
our al location refers only to the GP's (whom we shall simply call t he doctors).

Parameters and Variables

For a given time block t, the maximum number of consultation rooms available
at clinic i is given by R" '" Sjze(i ) - SpeC(j,t J. where Size(; ) is the number of rooms at

clinic i and Specti. t J is the number of specialists scheduled to work there at time t .
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Demand DJl is defined as the mean number of patient arrivals ; while the current

number of doctors assigned is denoted b)' n,t . The average waitinlo: time n~, hence
reflects the cur,...nl setup of the level of service and demand . A useful quantity for our
allocation model is the aueragr seruice -cre per doctor. given by

S : v- aA.
' I L- • ; = 1. ...• 1; l = l , ... .T

j €J " n, l
(I )

where J
' I

indicates the set of doctors on duty. oJ is the unit consultation rate of the /II

docto r. a nd h'lJ is his amount of time on duty du ring time block I at clinic i . Note that

these quantit ies are calcu lated with respect to t he current al location n., and schedule
J u of the doctors. Also 1/ S" then gives the average requirement rate ti.e. the number)
of doctors per patient . The decision variables of ou r model are the allocations denoted
by r /t. wh ich represent the number of doctors assigned to clinic I for time block I .

Goals and C o ns t r a in t s

There are four prioritized performance goals represented by th e deviation
variables d,i . being the loss of patient demand; w,~ being the patien t's average waiting

t ime; d,~. being proport ional to doctor idleness; and c,~ . being the number of unused
consultation rooms. We adopt non -preemptive priorities [10] of weiJ::htinJ:: factors
Pl •...•p• • respectively for the four goals.

The units of these deviation variables also reflect our modelling concept : d,i in

number of patients. Wl~ in minutes of waiting time. d,~ 'S'1 in nu mber of doctors. and ('l~

in nu mber of rooms.
The first t hree criteria give rise to the following ~aI constraints

p(rl/ )+dlt -d,~ :z D",

q(r,, ) +w~ - w,~ '" ' \'; , .

1= 1• .. . •1; 1 .. 1•. . .• T

i = 1. .. . • 1; I .l•. .• T

(2)

(3)

where p (r ,, ) and q(x,, ) denot e th e number of pat ients served and the average wait ing
t ime of patients for service. respectively. as functions of the numher of doctors allocated
r" . The last crite rion leads to st ructu ra l const raints of t he form

; '" 1•.. .• 1. t .. I.. . . . T (4 )

since it is impossible to have over-achievement of the consultation rooms used .

Optimization Formulation

From (2). (3) and (4) above, th e overall allocation mode l is described by a set of
T goal programming problems given for each I and non-n egative deviat ion variables by,
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I I I I
Min PI Ldi~ +P2L W~ +P3Ld,~ + p.. LC,~

i .. l i s l i .l i .. l

Subject to

(5)

S UX,t + d,~ - di~ = n,t.
W ( n,, ) - • W

,, - +w,t -Wit = II '
x"

X,t + c~ = R,t,
1
L Xit :!> N
,.1
X,/ = 1,2•... •N - 1 +1.

j = 1. ... , 1 (6)

j ::l: 1. .. . , 1 (7)

j = 1,... , 1 (8)

(9 )

j "" 1, ... , 1 (0)

Here (6) is obtained from (2) by substituting S "Xit by p (xjt ) . thu s assuming a
proportional service rate for the doctors; and (7) is derived from (3) by postulating an
inversely proportional waiting time for the patients in the form Witn i" Xit . Note that
const raints (10) enforce the required presence of at least one doctor .

A comment is needed here to explain the assumptions on the functional forms
of p (e) and q (e). We are suggesting (5)-(10) here as a modelling framework for our
doctor allocation problem, rather than putting these forth as the concluding model
assumptions of the actual case study. The latter will require more empirical and
validated estimates for the parameter fun ctione p tel and q (e). This we shall pursue later
with more extensive compu tations and integration of our previous work on the clini c
simulat ion study (9) to produce more realistic functional dependencies ofp and q on x,t .

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We provide in this section some simple compu tational results to illustrate our
goal programming for mulation idea given in (5)-(10). The model parameters used are
for the case of N =28 doctors in 1= 12 clini cs fo r T=ll time blocks (five and one half
days of morning or afternoon sess ions), and Wit = 18 minutes of target average waiting
time. Also the original assignments of doctors nit are given in Table A.l of the
Appendix. The weightings P1... ..,P4 in (5) are specified by fbdn g PI to be 1 and then
setting P2 = WitPI since Pz ' PI should represent the average amount of waiting Wit of

one patient. Finally. P3 ::l: 1O-
2lj and p.. = 10-

4
Pi are chosen to reflect the difference in

terms of order of magnitude of the remaining two goals of lower priori t ies.

Goal Programming Solution

Non-linearity (7) and integrality (10) necessitate the solut ion approach to be
iterative rather than direct (5] <treat ing in this case the function q (X,, ) as variable
coefficients [3) . The solut ion procedure is then as follows. Initially x,tare set to nit in

(7). This results in a simple integer goal program with deviation variables d,~ . d,~ , w~,
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Wl~ and Ci~; plus our allocation variables x,t . The values of all these are calculated , for
each t there is an integer program of 72 variables and 49 constraints, made by a user
friendly package QSB+ [2). This procedu re is then repeated wit h the newly computed
(integral) values of x,t • The computat ion is completed when the values of X,I stabilize,
which , together with the deviation variables, are then taken to be solutions from the
allocation model. For our sample problem here, only one iteration is required .

Improvement

The suggested allocations X,I WI a result of the above computations are shown

in Table A.I of t he Appendix, alongside the original nil ' We can see that there art" on ly
relat ively moderate changes being recommended . These mild modifications, however,
can lead to improvement in terms of the predicted overall performance measures of our

model . As shown in Table 1 below. r ",d;; refers to the total est imated demand 10 88,

r ..,d,~ gives the total over-achievement of demand hence the measure of doctor

idleness and L , CI~ indicates the under-usage (in number) of consultation rooms,,.
which is directly re lated to the total number of doctors assigned over all clinics and

times, r. ., x~ . (Note that the under-usage of consultation rooms actually increases,.
because of the bottleneck effect discussed below).

Ta ble I . Improvement in Model Performance Measures over Current Sched u le.

Model Original Improvement

L'.I e;
L,., c~
r"t x~

798.22 857.87 695%

833.52 1289 .84 35.38%

68 .00 50.00 3600%

25900 278.00 6.83%

These improvements, however, must be interpreted against the background of
service quality, the over- (respect ively, under- ) achievement of average patient waiting

time w,~ (respect ively , W,~ ) , It can be seen from Table A.4 of the Appendix that, with

respect to the target value W;, =18, we have a maximum w,~=2 1.6 , with an average

(over positive values ) of 7.96, which is quite acceptable when there is a maximum of

Wit = 14.6, with an average (agai n over positive values) of 6 .05. The individual values for

all these deviation variables are summarized as Tables A.2-A.4 in the Appendix.

Bottleneck

One may notice that a major additional finding of our work is that even
though the maximum numbe r of doctors available is N =28, the actual recommended
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al location L
l
x~ for each t ranges only from 21 to 27. This at first sight may seem

rather odd, particularly in the presence of (albeit small) de mand loss as indicated by

d,~ > 0 for some i,t . This phenomenon is exp lained nicely by our model solut ion of an

entry c~(", ~I- xil ) be ing zero for that combinat ion of i,t such thatxil = R,I and

di~ > o . Physically, this means that there are occasion s when the availabilities of

doctors (X'I) and rooms (R it ) are not synchron ized. with higher demand (Dit ). On the
other hand, the matching of lower (respect ively, higher ) de mand with more
(respect ively, fewer) rooms will st ill re nder doctor idleness (x,t<R i, or Li xii <N)

regardless of their availability.

Sta ted mathematically, t he solut ion always achieves the goal programming

optimality conditions that w~wii = 0 and di~di~ = O. It further sat isfies either

c.~ di~ '" 0 ord,/ (N - Li x il ) = O. That is, ci/di~(N - Li Xi/ ) = O. For the case of a; > 0 , it

sa t isfies either Cit > 0 or N - Li XiI > O. That is , c~ +N - L, XiI > 0 , for di~ > O.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We wou ld thus like to conclude this paper of our pilot study by offering the
following insight. On the basis of a detailed. study of the daily operation of a clini c,
doctors t ime is scarce and is normally the performance bottleneck in comparison with
other resources. On the basis of mult i-branch planning, however, it is often the
variation of sys tem parameters (doctors , pat ients and rooms) over time and location
that combine with demand into the u navoidable bottleneck of the system's operation . It
is indeed these factors when taken and planned together (by a modelling approach ) that
may translate into maximum profit, ut ilization of resources and perceived efficiency.
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APPENIJIX

Tahll' A.1. Doctor a llocut ions fro m model (X'I) and cur rent sched ule (no/)

(5,5) (4,5) (4,5) (4,5) (4,4 ) (4.4' I(3,3) 0 ,2) (3,3) (2,2) (3,3) (2,2)
I

0, 1) (1 ,1) (1 ,0 (l ,1I (I ,ll 0,11 I(3,2) (3,2) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) t2,2)
I

O ,ll 0 ,1) 0 ,1) O ,ll (I , I ) (l , I )
I(3,3) (3,3) (:l,3) (3,3) (:l,:l) (:l,:ll
I(2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) 0 ,2)
I

(2,1) (I, I) (l,ll 0 ,1) ( 1,1 ) (l ,1l I
(2,3) (2,3) (2,3) (2,3) (2,3) (2,2 )

I
(2,2) (1,2) ( 1.2) 0 ,2) (1,2) ( 1,2 )

I
0,1) (1 ,1) (I , ll 0,1) 0 ,1) 0, 11 I
(2,2) 12,2) (2.2) (2,21 (2,21 (2,2)

I
(4,5) (4,6) (5,6) (4 ,5) (4,.11

(3,31 (2,2) (3,3) (2,2) (3,3)
I
I 0,1I (l ,l ) (I,ll 0,1) (l , ll

(2,21 (2,2) (2.2) (2,2) (3,2)
I

0 ,1) u ,I ) (l ,ll 0 ,1) (l ,ll
I (3,3) (2,3) (3,3) (4,2) (3,J)
I (2,2) (2,21 (2,2) (2,2) (2,21
I ( 1,1) (l ,ll O ,ll 0 ,11 ( 1,1 I
I (2,3) (3,3) (3,3) (:l,3) (4.3)
I (l ,2 ) 0 ,2) (1.21 (1.2) (2,2)
I (1,11 (l , ll tl ,l) (I ,D (l , ll
I {2.2l (2.2 ) (2,2) (2,2) 12,21

(x".n,,)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12

Total

1

(27,261

7

(23,26)

2

(22,251

8

22,26)

3

(23,26)

9

125.271

4

(22,251

10

(24.24)

5

(23.25)

II

(27,251

6

(2 1,231

Tot."l.1
(46,54)
(27,28)
u i.m
(2.'>,22)
0 1,1ll
(33,321
(2 1,22)
0 2,1 lJ
(27,321
113,22)
(1 1,11)

(22,22)

(259,278)
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Table A.2. Unoccupied consultat ion rooms from model (c.~ ) and current
schedule ( lj ,)

1 2 4 5 6

19,8)(6,4)(8 ,5)\6,3)17,5)(2 ,21

ro.oi (I ,D) 0 ,0) (2,ll (O,OJ 0 ,11
I10,0 ) (0 ,01 W,Q) 10,01 (0,01 10,01
I1O,0l (0 ,0) W,Ol 10,01 10,0) (0 ,0)
Iro.i) (0 ,1) 0 ,1) O,ll O ,ll (1 ,1 )
I10,01 (0,0) 10,01 10,0) (0,0) (0 ,0)
IW,O ) (2,2 ) (0,0) O,ll O, ll (2,2)
I10,01 10,0) 10,01 (0,01 (0 ,0 ) O ,ll I10,0 ) 10,01 10,01 10,01 10,0) 10,0)
I{2,ll (3,2) (3,2) (3 ,2 ) (3,21 (3,3)
I10,01 0,0) 0 ,0) n ,O) 0 ,01 0 ,0)
I(0 ,01 (0,0) (O,OJ 10,0) 10,01 10,0)
I10,01 10,01 (0 0 ) W,Ol W,Ol lO,O )

,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total

I tz.n ta.n (2,1) (3,2) (2,2)

(0,0 1 <0,01 (0,0) (0 ,0) (0 ,0)
I 10,0) 10,0) 10,01 (0,01 10,0)
I 0 ,1) 0 ,1) O,U (l,ll <O,llI
I

10m (Om (0,0) W,Ol (0 ,0)
lO,O) (4,3) 10,01 10,21 10,01I

I 10,01 10,01 (0 ,0) (O,Oj 10,01
(0,0 ) (0,0) (O,Ol (0,01 (0,0 )

I
I

(2,ll (2,2) (l,l l (l,l l W,ll
0 ,01 0 ,0) (1 ,0) 0 ,01 10,01I

I
(0,0) 10,0 ) 10,01 10,01 10,01.
lO,Ol 10,0) tO,OI 10,01 (D,OI

7

i6 .3)

8

ur.n

9

(5,31

10

(6,61

II

(2 ,41

Total

(17,91
10,01
10,0)

(8. 11)
10,01

00,11)
(1,ll
(0,0)

(23.18)
(9,01
10,01
10,01

16B.50l
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Teb!c A ,3. Undcr-achievemom ( dr~) and over-achievement (d,;) of patient s

demands

I 2 3 4 5

I
2, 3
4
5
6-,
8
9
10
11
12

Total

(0,0,1.7) (O.0,7.H) (0 .0,2.8) (0 .0,8..11 W .0,16 I ) (0.0, 1UI) I
rs.s.o.or (20..4,0.0) (0.0,0.0) (3 1,0,0) 10.0,12 .R ) 10.0,0.91 I
(4.6,0.0) n .5,0.0) (O.O,O .OJ (0.O, 1.5) ( 1.5,0.01 (1.6,0.0) I

W.O,3H.l ) W.O,25.1 l (0.0,7 .5) W.O,5.0) (0 .0,14.1) (0 .0,8.9) I
tHo O,O, OJ 0 .4,0 OJ fO.0,0 .9) (0 .0,1.2) (0 .0,2.3) 10.0,3.1) I
(0.0,0.2' (0.0,8.8) (0 .0,10 ,3) 10.0,201 10.1\ 1204) W .O,7 6 ) I

10.0,11.0) 10.0,;1.61 10.0,96) 10.0,9.9) W.O,II ,8 \ 10.0,0.4) I
(93, I ,D 0 ) <78.3,0.0) 186.9.0.01 \58.3,0.OJ 179.8,O,OJ (53.4,? 0) I
mO,O.1) <0.0,10 ,7) 10.0,1'j ,2) fOO,I7.7) lO.O,:.W,21 10,0,23 .·1) ,

(0 ,0,29.5 ) (0.0, 1.5) W.0,6,31 (0 .0,5 ,4\ W.U,? 8 ) (U ,O,G.2/ I
(24.0,0.0) (11.1,0 .0) (13.2,0.0 ) (6. 1,0.0) 02.9,00) (5.6,0.OJ J

( 15.3,0.0) 111.9.0.01 CO .O,O.-U (3.3,0.m 10.0,4 .5) (0 0,1.0)
(125.0,81.7) 0 25.0,57 .n 11000.550) 170.7,51OJ (9 1 1.1020) 1605.63 3)

10 11 Total
40 0,97 til

tau 2,46 3)
(11 4,4 6)

(0,0 1&; 1)

r2 1 4.20 3 )

no fl ,!'3 0 1

lO.O, 10861
(rI39.2,2 3)
(O.O , l fi ~J O I

to 0,111 \11
11317,00)
1535,131:1)

rS, 6,57.4) (I S 1,13,10 1 1798 2.H33.S1

8 9

(6. 7,,, 1 hJ (126,73.4 \(93.3,108.0)

I
mO,9.3) 10.0,0,2) 10.0,9.91 (0 .0,9.8) IO.O,l~ .9 1

((),U, IO}; ) (O.D,O.H) (0 0,10.4) 1O.0,2.5l lO.O,HA I
I

10.0.3.21 10.8.0.01 <0.2,0 .0 ) <0.2,0,0) u .o.o.oi
I 100.15.81 (0 .0,1204) 10 O,9.0J (0.0,1 6 ) \0.0,47 7)
I (O.O,3.9J to.O,3.8) 10.0,1.9) (0.0,3, 1) (12.0,0.0;
I <0.0,195) 10 0.2 9) (0.0,8,2) (0,0, 11.2) (lO .b,D.OI
I W .O,16.4 ) to.O, 1O 6) (O.O, Il,G) (0.0, 12 01 (0.0, 11.4)
I 182.2,0.0 ) to.8,11 0 ) (0,0,2.3) (0.0,0. 1) (6 6,ll.O)
I

(O.O,l~j .6 ) (0.0 ,901 (00,12,0) ((l .O,9.3 ) W .O,19.9 )
I W,O,S 2) roO,114 l 10 0,5.0) (0,0,6.7) W.0,26.0l
I

(I 1.2,0.0) (5. 1,0.0) 024 ,O.0l (5,4,0 0) (24 H,O,OJ
I (0.0,3.4 ) (0 .0,0.2) <0,0,3.2) W .O, 1.1) (23. 1,0.0)

" . . - ,
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Tab le A.4 , Under-achievement (w,~) and over-achievement (W,~) of patients
waiting t ime

1 2 3 4 5 6

(3a.0,64,0 (53.3,42.7) (42.8,34.2) (46.5,38.2) (44 7,33.9) (45.3, 14.3)

(0.0,8. 2) (0.0,9 .0) (0.0, 1.4) (0.0,3.01 (0.0 ,4.4) (0.0,3 .5) I
(0,0, 1.7) 00.1,0 .0) (0.0,0.9) (4.4,0.0) (0 .0,2.01 14. 1,0.01 I

(0.0, 10.2) (0.0, 10.9) (0.0, 11.6) (0.0,13 .4) (0.0,7 .8) (0 .0,3 .21 I
(4,9,0.0) (6.4 ,0 .0) (9 .4,0.0) (9.7,0.0) (9 .4,0.0) 19.9,0.01 I
(4.2,0.0) (3.3,0.0) (3.2,0.0) (3.3,0.01 13.5,0.01 (2.9 ,0.0) I
(0.0,7.9) (0,0,11.7) (0 .0,7.5) (0.0 ,3 .3 ) (0 .0,6 .71 (0.0,5.01 I

(0 ,0,2 1.6 ) lO.O,I 1.1 ) <0.0 ,12.7) (0.0,18.51 10.0 ,13.0 ) (0 .0,2 .71 I
0 4.0,0 .0 ) 0 4.6,0 .0) (13.8 ,0 .0 1 (14 ,0 ,0 .0) (14.0 ,0 .0 ) (14.2,0 01 I

(0.0,1.8 ) (3. 1,0.0) (4. 1,0.0) (2.2,0.0) (4.4,0.0) (0.5,0.0) I
(0.0, 12.6) (2.4,0.0) . (1.4,0.01 (O.9,0 .Ol (1.7,001 (l A,OOI I
17.9,Om 17.5,0.01 17.6,0.01 (6.9,0.0) 18.3,0.01 17.6,0.01 I
(4.0,0.0) (5.9 0.0) (3.4 0.0 ) (5.2,0.0) (3.4 ,0.0) (4.8,0.0)

'-

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total

7 8 9 10 11 Total
(1.3,45 .7)

(26,8, 11.1)
(0,0,104 9)

(94,7,0.0)
(39.3,0.0)
(0.0,67 .01

(0.0,167.3)
0 00. 7,22.3)

(44.9, 1.8)
(14,6,25.5)

186.2,0.0)
(5 1.0,0.0)

•
(4;).5,46.7) (4 1,0,34.5) (36,2,34,2) (36,9,45.3) (32.4,57.5) (459.5,445.5)

I
W.0, 1.3) (1.3 ,0.0 ) (0.0,3. 1) (0.0,1.71 (0.0 ,10.1)

I
W.0,1.0) (4.9,0.0) (0.0, 1.61 13.3,0.01 (0.0,3.9)

CO .0,1 4.1) (0.0,3 .4) CO.0, 1O.9) (0.0,8.7) (0 .0 ,10,7)
I
I

(9.3,0.0) (9.9,0.0) (9 .7,0.01 (10 .8,0 .0 ) (5.3,Om
(2.7, 0.0) 13.2,0.0) (3 .4,0.0) (2,8,0.0) (6.9,0.0)

I
I

CO .O, lO.8 ) (0.0, 1.6) (0.0 ,5.2) (0.0,5.7) (o'O,1.S)
(0,0, 19.6) (0 .0 ,15.2) (0 .0 ,13.4) (0 .0 ,21.4) (0 .0,18 .1)

I
I

0 4,0,0 .0 ) \0. 0,8. 2) 12.1,0.01 (0.0,7.71 (0 .0,6 .4 )
(4. 7,0.0) (7 .9 ,0 .0) (6.6,0.0) (7. 1,0.0) (4.4,0.0)

I (2.9,0.0) (0.0,6. 1) (3. 1,0,0) (0.8,0,0) (0,0,6 .8)
I (8.0,0.0) (8.0,0.0) (7.9,0.0) (7.4,0.0) (9 2,0.01
I (3.8,0.0) (5.9 ,0.0) (3A,O.0) 14.7,001 (6, 7,0.0)

•
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